An unsupervised neural network model inductively acquires the ability to dis h categorically the stop consonants of English, in a manner c ent with prenatal and early postnatal auditory experience, and without reference to any spcialz knowledge of ligisic structure or the properties of speech. This argues against the common assumption that inguisic knowledge, and spee perception particular, cannot be learned and must therefore be innately specified.
Chomsky's view that the "core" features ofhuman linguistic ability are innate (1) is based in part on his assumption that linguistic knowledge, including the processes of speech perception, cannot be learned and thus must be preprogrammed. As this view is not universally accepted (2) and as there is some evidence for early alteration of phonetic perception by linguistic experience (3, 4) , it appears useful to examine this assumption. In this paper we show that unsupervised neuron learning, as proposed to account for experimental data in visual cortex (5) , can enable learned categorical perception of speech sounds with a reasonable approximation of the prenatal auditory environment. It thus follows that some aspects of early speech perception can be learned and therefore need not be innate.
Some of the strongest evidence for innate "linguistic" brain mechanisms comes from the study of speech. For (6) and infant (7) human listeners. The categorical behavioral responses ofhuman adults and infants to these stop consonants has generally been interpreted as evidence for innate neural mechanisms tuned to the acoustic characteristics of speech (2, (7) (8) (9) (10) . In this view, linguistic development is not a learning process, but a process of selecting the discriminations useful to the maturing infant and forgetting those that are not useful (11) . Supporting this belief is the discovery that infants, unlike adults, can discriminate phonetic units of languages they have never heard (12, 13) . It is believed that such complex, cognitive behaviors of infants cannot arise from prenatal, experience-dependent modification of neurons.
However, such modifications have been shown to play a critical role in the development of neuronal selectivity. In visual cortex, for example, experience-dependent development proceeds rapidly from the onset of visual function through the so-called "critical period" and is strongly dependent on the visual environment in which the animal is raised. In the following study, we show that the prenatal auditory environment combined with a model of neuronal modification similar to that proposed for visual cortex can account for the acquisition of some basic speech contrasts as well as categorical perception of speech sounds.
The onset ofhearing for humans begins as early as the 24th week of gestation (14, 15) , raising the possibility that a lengthy "critical period" for auditory development may take place during the last several months offetal life (16) . Clearly, auditory experience in immature animals can alter frequency tuning (17) and spatial mapping (18) in auditory centers of the brain, and cognitive studies ofhuman infants have shown that both prenatal (3) and postnatal (4) experiences may alter aspects of human speech perception prior to language acquisition. The fetus develops in an acoustically rich environment including the mother's voice. Low-frequency sounds dominate (19) , whereas pure tones with higher frequencies (from external sources) are more attenuated. A certain amount of masking of low-frequency sounds is to be expected, though, due to the presence of low-frequency intrauterine noise, and tests offetal hearing commonly use frequencies ranging from 500 Hz to 4 kHz. Low-frequency, broad-band noises are expected to be most efficient in producing responses in such tests (20) . No adequate characterization of the transfer functions of the fetal middle ear exists (21) .
The auditory periphery is characterized by broad bandpass tuning and poor phase-locking abilities during early mammalian development (22) , though the "circuits" passing encoded information to auditory cortex appear to develop as functional units (for example, see ref. 23 ). Thus, encoded information reaching auditory cortical areas early on seems likely to consist of broad-band frequency information with consistent measures of intensity, but little or no phase information. Fig. 1 shows an acoustic energy surface of the consonantvowel (CV) syllable [ta] processed in a manner consistent with these constraints. A high degree of overlap in both time and frequency dimensions produces a "smooth" energy surface. Speech sounds typically display this type of energy surface, with peaks and valleys running in the general direction of the time axis. This stimulus is impoverished in comparison with those often used in speech studies but captures essential qualities of sounds that might be transmitted to the neonate's auditory centers: broad-band frequency information, little or no phase information, and fairly accurate representations of intensity. CV syllables processed in this manner were used as the speech data base for training and testing a neural network model.
We used a neural network based on the work of Bienenstock, Cooper, and Munro (BCM) (5) to determine whether the neural circuitry essential to speech perception might develop inductively in cortical auditory centers. The BCM theory has been used to describe the outcome and kinetics of experience-dependent synaptic plasticity in kitten striate cortex (25, 26) . The mechanism for learning used by BCM is one that may be active in immature auditory cortex, as it requires only experience with sensory information. [2] This network is actually a first-order approximation to a lateral inhibition network. Its properties were discussed by Intrator and Cooper (27) .
A neuronal delay-line mechanism similar to that proposed by Jeffress (28) is assumed to provide the network with a sequence of acoustic events beginning with the syllable onset. Many species, including humans (29) , use neuronal delay lines for sound localization.
The phonetic features distinguishing English stop consonants are place of articulation and voicing (6) (7) (8) 10 Fig. 2A . The network was trained by random presentations of the 74 tokens until changes in neuronal selectivity became minimal. In the experiments reported here, 5 features were extracted from the 440 dimensional original space. The synaptic weights developed by each of the five cells have been reconstructed graphically ( Fig. 2B ) with the same axes as the training syllables ( Fig.  2A) , so that comparisons between the auditory inputs and the selectivities that developed might be made. After training, cell 4 responded strongly to CV syllables containing labial stops and had excitatory synaptic weights corresponding to a large, low-frequency burst area and the region ofthe second formant frequency (F2) for [a] . These are the distinctive features of [pa] in the training set ( Fig. 2A) . Excitatory synaptic weights did not develop corresponding to strong but nondistinctive features of [pa], such as high energy in mid-range frequencies in the earliest time frames. Cells 1 and 5 responded most strongly to alveolar stop CV syllables. Both captured the short, high-frequency burst of [ta] and had negligible or inhibitory synaptic weights in high-frequency regions following the burst. An alveolar stop was identified when both of these cells responded strongly. Cells 2 and 3 together produced a strong response to velar-stop CV syllables. Both cells developed excitatory synaptic weights in extensive high-frequency regions, corresponding to the long duration of high-frequency burst energy for velar stops. The synaptic development of these cells differed in some respects: cell 2 had excitatory weights corresponding to a mid-frequency burst (often associated with [ka]), whereas cell 3 had excitatory weights in high-frequency areas that faded into the region of F3.
The BCM network effectively reduced the dimensionality of the original problem space from 440 dimensions to the 5 dimensions corresponding to the cells' selective responses. These cell selectivities correspond to subphonemic features.
In order to interpret the results, a statistical classifier was trained to "phonemically" classify the output ofthe net's five cells as they responded to a testing data base. Although the Intrator (31) . Results ofthe classification of training-set stimuli and testing stimuli from all three speakers are presented in Table 1 .
Novel unvoiced-stop syllables from two different speakers, one male and one female, were correctly classified at a 98% rate. In contrast, neural network speech recognizers working on phoneme identification tasks have been highly successful in speaker-dependent tasks on entrained syllable types (30) , and utterance recognition systems have been successful with multiple, novel speakers over very limited vocabularies (32, 33) . Novel voiced-stop syllables were also successfully classified 96% of the time, despite the absence of voiced-stop syllables in the training data base. The generality of solutions is atypical for speech recognition systems and indicates that the BCM net is discovering features that yield categorical place-of-articulation distinctions.
Such an ability to internalize distinctive features of environmental sounds could explain an infant's ability to discriminate features of languages they have never heard. Phonemic features are defined perceptually. For example, Hindi has types of stop consonants that are distinguished by the presence or absence of aspiration (34) . An adult speaker of Hindi can reliably produce and perceive this distinction. Adult speakers of English produce aspirated stop consonants under certain circumstances, though they no longer perceive a difference between an aspirated stop and an unaspirated stop. Because our supposed prenatal auditory neural network learns distinctive features of its sound environment, the child of an English-speaking woman could learn to make phonetic distinctions which his or her mother produces but cannot perceive. 
